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perfection. But when he wished to establish a close connexion
between God and the finished work of creation, he represented
the logoi as remaining with him, and as being, so to speak,
nothing more than temporary expressions of his will.
The source of these logoi, including them all and, as it were,
absorbing them, is the Logos itself.1 This again is not the
invention of Philo. He had found it in the writings of the
Stoics, or in the concepts of that syncretistic philosophy which
gathered and combined, around the name of Plato, the essential
dogmas of all the great Schools. Behind the Philonian con-
ception we recognize at once the Platonic Theory of Ideas,2
side by side with Stoic speculations concerning the spermatikos
logos, or " seminal reason " of things—the principle of universal
causality.3 All this had to be given a Jewish colour ; the Logos
therefore became the necessary intermediary between God and
Man,4 the great agent of God in the moral and material worlds,
the sole form in which God revealed himself to men. It is
through, by and in the Logos that man feels after God and
raises himself God wards.
The Philonian Logos presents two aspects of especial interest:
(a) It emanates from God and in order to express this fact in
terms of the Palestinian tendency to withdraw God from the
world of action in order to avoid limiting and defining him,
Philo indulges in a veritable orgy of metaphors, foreshadowing
those employed by Christian theologians when they attempted
to define the relationship between the natures of the Father
and the Son.5 Many of the terms characteristic of fourth,
century polemics are already in use here, e.g. the Logos is the
firstborn son of God (vlog ngcoroyovog), his image (etxcov), his impress
(XctQaxrriQ), his likeness (axetxoviG/ta), a second God (srsoo^
feog), and a replica of God (devrsoog &eo$9 lit. " second God5!). He
is to be regarded as the mouthpiece and messenger of the Most
High.
(b) The Logos is also the Mediator between God and men,
the High Priest and Intercessor (i>cer^) for the world, and
appears before God in this capacity. He is also Man per se, Man
par excellence, made in the image of God (6 %ar* elxova av6gcoxo$,
6 aQxervTiot; rov ahfcv).* Analogous ideas recur in the Christ-
ological thought of Paul and the Paulines, and this affords the
best possible proof of the success which they attained and of
the interest which they possess for our own study.
It is remarkable that Philo failed to take the step which
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